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Ukraine: Basic Data
Population: 45.005 million people
Surface area: 603,700 square km
GDP (nominal): 93,270 billion USD
GNI (per capita): 2,310 USD
Source: World Bank 2016

Film in Ukraine
Government endorsement
Government endorsement is easy and not overregulated and is open for coproductions. Government endorsement is granted on the basis of competition (application procedure and pitching sessions) to feature movies,
TV movies, TV series, animations and documentaries.

Government endorsement for national films, $ mln
2014
2015

2,2
5,7

2016

9,5

2017

19

Ukraine-produced releases
2013
2014

14
15

2015
2016
Source: Ukrainian Motion Picture Association 2017
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29
26

Co-production opportunities
The state system of financing assumes a separate section for co-produced
projects. To submit a co-production project for state financing in
Ukraine, the Ukrainian producer partner is required.
In 2004, Ukraine joined the European Convention on Cinematographic CoProduction.
During 2017, several Ukraine-co-produced films were successfully presented
at international film festivals: Festival de Cannes, Berlinale, Locarno IFF,
Karlovy Vary IFF and Rotterdam IFF:
Ugly by Yuri Rechinsky, Austria-Ukraine
School Number 3 by Yelizaveta Smith and Georg Genoux, Germany-Ukraine
Krotkaya by Sergei Loznitsa, France-Russia-Ukraine-NetherlandsLithuania
Frost by Sarunas Bartas, Lithuania-France-Ukraine-Poland
The Line by Peter Bebjak, Slovakia-Ukraine -Czech Republic
Easy by Andrea Magnani, Ukraine -Italy
Cash rebate program is planned for 2018. Both non-Ukrainian and Ukrainian production companies will be eligible for cash rebates:
Feature film > 74 min
Animation > 74 min
Documentary > 52 min
TV (animation) series > 40 min
AD/music video > 20 sec
The rebates will be guaranteed and measured as
16,6% cash rebates for qualified production expenses,
10% rebates or the foreign talent fees paid in Ukraine.
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Ukrainian Film Market overview
Box Office, $ mln*
2013

106,4

2014

80,41

2015

54,38

2016

63,8

Avg. cinema ticket price, $*
2013

5,37

2014
2015
2016

4,13
2,58
2,64

Admissions, mln
2013
2014
2015

19,83
19,47
21,19

2016

24,2

*Box office and average ticket price in national currency shows upward dynamics due to
over 300% devaluation of Ukrainian currency in 2014-2015
Source: Ukrainian Motion Picture Association 2017

Top foreign film box-office 2016:
Suicide Squad - $2,916,352
Top Ukrainian film box-office 2016:
Mykyta Kozhumyaka (The Dragon Spell) - $429,578
Source: Box Office Mojo
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FILM INSTITUTIONS
AND ORGANIZATIONS
National Film Organization
UKRAINIAN STATE FILM AGENCY
Pylyp Illienko, Head of Agency
10, Lavrska str., Kyiv, 01010, Ukraine
+38 044 280 27 18
info@dergkino.gov.ua
www.dergkino.gov.ua
Implementation of the state policy in the field of
national film production as well as support and
promotion of Ukrainian cinema in the world.

NATIONAL ARCHIVES
DOVZHENKO CENTRE
Kozlenko Ivan

PSHENYCNHY CENTRAL STATE
FILM, PHOTO AND PHONO ARCHIVE

1, Vasylkivska str., 03040, Kyiv, 03040, Ukraine

24, Solom’yanska str., Kyiv, 03680, Ukraine

+38 044 201 65 74

+38 044 275 37 77

i.promo@dovzhenkocentre.org
www.dovzhenkocentre.org

mail@tsdkffa.archives.gov.ua
www.tsdkffa.archives.gov.ua

Dovzhenko Center is the only member of the International Federation of Film Archives (FIAF) in Ukraine.
It carries out restoration, preservation of national
films, personal archives of cinematographers,
museum funds and scientific researches in the field
of cinematography. Dovzhenko Center is playing
an important role in distribution and promotion of
Ukrainian cinema.

State archive of documentary film and library of
recorded sounds

FILM COMMISSIONS
BUKOVYNA FILM COMMISION

LVIV FILM COMMISION

Volodymyr Kylynych

Iryna Kovalchuk

111, Prospekt Nezaleznosty, Chernivtsy, Ukraine

1A, Volodymyra Velykoho str., Lviv, 79000, Ukraine

+38 050 519 46 00

+38 093 641 51 41

vkylynych@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/BukovynaFilmCommision/

commission@film.lviv.ua
film.lviv.ua

The Bukovyna Film Commission (BFC in brief) is a
joint project between the region of Bukovyna and
Chernivtsi city with the aim of giving visibility to the
stunning landscape of Bukovyna (Chernivtsi region of
Ukraine) and the cultural and historical variety of the
region in national and international film and cinema
productions, and strengthening Bukovyna as a film
location.

Lviv Film Commission is an official city organization
aimed to promote and adapt Lviv to filming processes
as well as to provide consultancy services on film industry. Lviv’s region proximity to the EU border offers
a remarkable blend of locations – dense forests in
the Carpathian Mountains, ancient castles and medieval cities, even Soviet buildings and neighborhoods.
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Professional associations and unions
ASSOCIATION OF PRODUCERS OF
UKRAINE

CONTEMPORARY UKRAINIAN
CINEMA

Volodymyr Filippov, Chairman of the Organization

Valeria Sochyvets, Director

46 Dmytrivska Str. Kyiv, 01054, Ukraine

of.24, 22b, Prorizna str., 01001, Kyiv, Ukraine

+38 044 490 81 80

+38 093 249 91 50

info@producer.com.ua

v.sochyvets@cuc.com.ua

www.producer.com.ua

cuc.com.ua

Non-commercial organization which unites producers, distributors and investors of the Ukrainian
film industry. Founded in 2006, The Association of
Producers of Ukraine collects royalties from uses of
audiovisual content and pay royalties to Ukrainian
authors, producers and film studios. Members of
FIAPF.

Contemporary Ukrainian Cinema - represent the
platform that promotes and supports young Ukrainian filmmakers for them to have a chance to express
themselves. We have carried out the strategy for our
activity and we operate exclusively within it. You are
welcome to join us! It s time to create Contemporary
`
Ukrainian Cinema.

FILM INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF
UKRAINE

NATIONAL FILMMAKERS UNION OF
UKRAINE

Vladimir Yatsenko, Head of Association

6, Saksahanskoho str., Kyiv, 01033, Ukraine

of.1, 70, Saksaganskogo Str., Kyiv, 01033, Ukraine

+38 044 287 75 57

+38 050 3837508

nucu@ukr.net

projects@fiau.com.ua

www.ukrkino.com.ua

Film Industry Association of Ukraine (FIAU) - the
industrial platform opened to all members of the
Ukrainian film industry. It gives equal opportunities
for communication and influence. The association is
dedicated to real activities and changes. The primary
goal of the FIAU is to represent the Ukrainian Film
Industry at the international film markets and to develop networking and professional level of industry
in Ukraine.

The National Filmmakers Union of Ukraine brings
together more than 1100 members representing all film professions: screenwriters, directors,
cinematographers, actors, editors, composers, set
and costume designers, producers, film critics etc.
The purpose of the Union is to actively participate in
the development of the film industry policies, protect
the rights of Union members, promote Ukrainian
cinema through professional meetings, lectures, film
screenings, festivals and films, produced by Union's
production companies.

TELEVISION INDUSTRY COMMITTEE
Igor Koval, Director of Television Industry Committee, LLC

UANIMA - UKRAINIAN
ASSOCIATION OF ANIMATION

40U, Glybochytska Str., Kyiv, Ukraine

Maxim Prasolov, Member of Board

+38 044 353 13 98

25/8, Heroes of Sevastopol str., Kyiv, 03016, Ukraine

info@itk.ua
www.itk.ua

+38 067 504 53 55

Professional association of leading TV-channels and
media agencies. It represents interests of television
industry of Ukraine. The main goal of TIC is to promote the development of TV industry in Ukraine.

https://m.facebook.com/ukraineanimation/

UKRAINIAN MOTION
PICTURE ASSOCIATION
Yarmoshchuk Victoria, Executive Director
22, Zakrevsky str., Kyiv, 02222 Ukraine
+38 044 459 46 10
v.yarmoshchuk@mpa.org.ua
location4film.com.ua | https://mpa.org.ua
UKRAINIAN MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATION (UMPA)
is a professional NGO presenting interests of Ukrainian filmmakers locally and internationally. UMPA
members are the leading players of Ukrainian film
and TV industry. UMPA and its members provide
consulting services and practical support for film and
content makers.
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Nebeskey@gmail.com
UANIMA – Ukrainian Association of Animation unites
some production companies and professionals in
animation in Ukraine to represent the Ukrainian
animation in global industry.

FILM FESTIVALS and Conferences
Docudays UA INTERNATIONAL
HUMAN RIGHTS DOCUMENTARY
FILM FESTIVAL

FESTIVAL
OF FILM AND URBANISM «86»
April-May

March

Nadia Parfan

Victoria Leshchenko, Program Coordinator

of. 410, 36, Olegivska str., Kyiv, 04071, Ukraine

of. 10, 11, Mala Zhytomyrska str., Kyiv, 01001, Ukraine

+38 063 514 46 46

+38 095 636 36 35

info@86.org.ua
86.org.ua

vleshchenko@docudays.org.ua
www.docudays.org.ua
Docudays UA International Human Rights Documentary Film Festival is held annually in the last week
of March in Kyiv. The festival is non-political and
non-commercial. On completion, Docudays UA traditionally presents the best movies in the regions of
Ukraine within the Docudays UA Travelling Festival.

International Conference
FILMBUSINESS
September

86IFF is an international documentary film event
that takes place Slavutych, Ukraine (near Chernobyl),
festival is focused on urbanism and the human built
environment.
Our mission is to combine the power of the place with
the power of the film and other mediums in order to
create a platform for cooperation between the local
community, film scene, urbanists, educators and
social entrepreneurs.

INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL
FOR KIDS AND TEENS
“CHILDREN KINOFEST”

Alla Prelovska, international projects manager

May-June

22, Zakrevsky str., 02222, Kyiv, Ukraine

of. 212, 30/39, Schekavitska str., Kyiv, 04071, Ukraine

+38 044 459 46 10

+38 044 503 78 60

info@mrm.ua
kyivmediaweek.com

novakivska@arthousetraffic.com
childrenkinofest.com

Since its inception in 2008, the annual Kyiv-based
conference Film Business: Challenges, Features,
Opportunities has become a popular meeting point
for film industry professionals from all over the
world, a platform aimed at business networking, new
partnerships, sharing experience as well as discussing current film industry development issues both in
the region and worldwide with special focus on film
co-production.

The annual international festival of films aimed at
children and teenagers, founded in 2014. The festival
is free to attend and it takes place at the end of May
in 20 Ukrainian cities.

INTERNATIONAL FORUM
KYIV MEDIA WEEK

KYIV INTERNATIONAL SHORT FILM
FESTIVAL

Kateryna Udut, International Relations Executive

Alika Kharchenko, program coordinator

22 Zakrevsky str., 02222 Kyiv, Ukraine

+38 093 129 13 09

+38 044 459 46 10

info@kisff.org
www.kisff.org

September

udut.katya@mrm.ua
kyivmediaweek.com
Forum combines the content market and range of
conferences and B2B events for top players of TV,
film, digital and other media businesses. Since 2011
KMW has been an excellent networking platform for
industry professionals from more than 25 countries,
building a solid bridge between CEE, CIS and other
parts of the world.
Annually KMW participants list features hundreds
representatives of key media groups, broadcasters
and production companies from CIS region as well as
international distributors and powerhouses from all
around the world.

April

Kyiv International Short Film Festival (#KISFF) is
a largest short film festival in Ukraine. The widest
panorama of contemporary short films, classical and
latest achievements of Ukrainian cinema, special
events and world premieres, educational and professional sections — all in our five-day marathon in the
city centre.
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LINOLEUM CONTEMPORARY
ANIMATION AND MEDIA ART
FESTIVAL

LVIV INTERNATIONAL
SHORT FILM FESTIVAL WIZ-ART
October

September-October

Olha Reiter

Anastasiya Verlinska, Program Director

of. 222, 17, Kopernik Str., Lviv, 79000, Ukraine

22, Zakrevskogo Str., Kyiv, 02222, Ukraine,

+38 093 437 86 42

+38 044 501 39 71

festival@wiz-art.ua
wiz-art.ua/festival

LinoleumAnimaFest@gmail.com
linoleumfest.com
LINOLEUM is the biggest animation festival in
Ukraine. It consists of four main sections which are
International and National competitions, Animation
for Children, Experimental Animation and Video Art.
Receiving about 2000 entries each year, the festival
conducts various out-of-competition programmes,
special screenings, lectures and workshops led both
by national and foreign industry professionals. LINOLEUM Festival is organized by Animagrad Animation
Studio and takes place in Kyiv.

LISFF Wiz-Art is an annual international film fesival
which takes place in Lviv, Ukraine at the end of July.
The festival was started by art formation Wiz-Art,
which was founded in 2008. The festival shows more
than 100 brand new short movies every year. Wiz-Art
art formation is a powerful cultural and educational
platform that unites Ukrainian and foreign filmmakers and introduces them to the Ukrainian audience.

MOLODIST KYIV INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL

ODESA INTENATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL

Ihor Shestopalov, Program Director

Julia Sinkevych, General Producer

16, Lavrska str., Kyiv, 01015, Ukraine

30, Simona Petlyury Str. Kyiv, 01032, Ukraine

+38 044 394 83 10

+38 044 584 38 24

info@molodist.com
molodist.kiev.ua

j.sinkevych@oiff.com.ua
oiff.com.ua

Molodist is one of the greatest specialized cinema
events in Ukraine and Eastern Europe according to
FIAPF. The festival was founded in 1970. The main
objective is to promote young professional cinema.
Competitive program represents professional
and amateur movies of debutants. Main sections
comprise student, first short film (fiction, animation,
documentary) and first feature film. Tom Tykwer,
Francois Ozon, Stephen Daldry are one of the most
famous names who debuted on Molodist.

Odesa International Film Festival is the festival which
has one of the largest audiences in Eastern Europe.
It is an annual film festival held in cinema capital of
Ukraine – Odesa. Odesa International Film Festival
includes 3 competition programs: International,
National and European Documentary Competition.
Exclusive film premieres, workshops of leading world
filmmakers and unique festive atmosphere – all of
this bring together 9 days of Odessa International
Film Festival!

May-June

July

DISTRIBUTORS
ARTHOUSE TRAFFIC
of. 212, 30/39 Schekavitska Str., Kyiv, 04071, Ukraine
+38 044 503 7860

Bohdan Batruch, CEO and founder

producer@arthousetraffic.com
www.arthousetraffic.com

1 Instytutska Str. Kyiv 01001 Ukraine

First Ukrainian distributor of art-cinema. At the
moment the Company released more than 400
films. Co-operating with the Embassies and cultural
centers of foreign countries Arthouse Traffic organizes a number of annual festival projects: Evenings
of French Cinema, New British Film Festival, New
German Film Festival, Italian Film Week, Manhattan
Short Film Festival, etc.
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B&H FILM DISTRIBUTION
COMPANY

+38 044 278 78 54
bhfilms@bhcons.com
bhfilms.com.ua
Ukrainian largest film distribution company, direct
representative of Walt Disney Pictures, United
International Pictures, Paramount Pictures, and Sony
Pictures Entertainment in Ukraine. The company also
distributes independent Ukrainian, American and
European films.

CASCADE-UKRAINE, LLC

KINOMANIA LLC

Yalovska Tamara

of. 821, 4/6, John Paul II str., Kyiv, 01042, Ukraine

13A, Golsiyvska str., Kyiv, Ukraine

+38 044 200 01 22

+38 067 509 72 42

info@kinomania.com.ua
www.kinomania.com.ua

tamara@casfilm.com
www.casfilm.com
Distribution company.

One of the leading film distribution companies in
Ukraine. Kinomania is an exclusive distributor of
Warner Bros. films in Ukraine since 2002 and started
to work with films of independent studios in 2017.
An experienced and professional team works on
each project. As a result, last year Suicide Squad
distributed by Kinomania had the biggest BO in
Ukraine in 2016.

KINOVE

KYIVMUSICFILM

Kikvidze 4, 01103 Kyiv, Ukraine

Alika Kharchenko, Producer

+380 674306515

+38 093 129 13 09

kinovellc@gmail.com
kinove.com.ua

alika.kharchenko@kisff.org
www.kyivmusicfilm.kisff.org

An independent distributor for intellectual and esthetic auteur cinema in Ukraine. The company works
on theatrical releases of carefully selected feature
and documentary films, as well as organizes national
film festivals and unique cinematic events.

KyivMusicFilm is a movement aimed to give an access to watch legally the most exiting films about the
world of music in Ukrainian cinemas.

MMD FILM COMPANY

PARAKEET FILM DISTRIBUTION

Martynenko Roman Igorevich, Director

Tymur Tregub, CEO & Marketing Director

45, Lipkovskogo Str., Kyiv Ukraine

2, Khrestovyi Ln., Kyiv, 01010, Ukraine

+38 044 359 08 28

+38 093 307 77 88

roman@mmdistribution.com.ua
www.mmdistribution.com.ua

ttparakeet@gmail.com
www.pt-film.com

MMD Film Company is an independent distributor
of cinema in Ukraine. Working in the market since
2004, the professional team of the company has established itself in the best way. Direction of activity:
selection of cinematographic content for distribution, cooperation with cinemas, development of
advertising and pr-campaigns, active participation in
international film festivals, markets and exhibitions,
organization of social projects.

Main Focus: Distribution across CIS Region.

SVOE kino
of. 177, 12 Gnata Hotkevicha, Kyiv, 02094, Ukraine

UKRAINIAN FILM DISTRIBUTION
LLC

+380 67 23 108 41

Andrey Dyachenko, Director

olga@svoekino.com.ua

of. 8, 4, Volodymyrska Str., Kyiv, 01001, Ukraine

Theatrical, TV, DVD-video, VOD distributor.

+38 044 377 75 20

VOLGA Ukraine

andreyd@ufd.ua
www.ufd.ua

Veronika Yasinska, Director
s. 301, 48B, Bogdana Khmelnitskogo blv., Kyiv,
Ukraine

The exclusive distributor of the Twentieth Century
Fox in the territory of Ukraine and the Republic of
Moldova. The company also distributes independent
Ukrainian, American and European films.

+38 044 538 08 08
ukraine@volga.film
www.facebook.com/volga.ukraine
Volga Ukraine takes a leading position among
independent distributor companies in Ukraine. Volga
UKRAINE works with leading world producers of films
and distribution companies, including Lionsgate, Focus Features International, EuropaCorp, StudioCanal,
Pathe International, Kinology, Affinity International,
the Exclusive Media Group, TF1 etc.
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TV chanNels
1+1*

2+2*

tel.: +38 044 490 01 01
fax: +38 044 490 67 65

+38 044 490 01 01

info@1plus1.tv
www.1plus1.tv
1+1 is the first Ukrainian-language national channel.
The channel began broadcasting in September 1995
launching modern Ukrainian television. Nowadays,
the channel continues to evolve providing high
standards throughout the industry. The audience
finds leading news program in the country, exciting
Ukrainian series, original entertainment shows,
up-to-date humor, world’s best format shows as
well as unique special projects in the program of the
TV channel.

2+2 is a nationwide Ukrainian TV channel that offers
a quality collection of informational and socio-political projects of their own production, entertainment
programs, films, TV series, top football broadcasts.
The target audience of the channel is men aged
18-54.

ICTV

INTER TV CHANNEL

Liudmyla Semchuk, head of international development

Irina Veselovskaya, Senior Acquisitions Manager

11, Pankivska str., Kyiv, Ukraine

+38 044 490 67 65

+38 067 690 39 31

irina.veselovskaya@inter.ua
inter.ua

semchuk.l@slm.ua
www.ictv.ua
ICTV is a part of the biggest Ukrainian media holding company StarLightMedia group. It’s the first
Ukrainian private national tv broadcaster with the
terrestrial covering 95,5 % of Ukraine and core target
audience male 25-55. The key content for ICTV is it’s
daily news block and factual entertainment together
with prime time TV series produced in Ukraine. ICTV
has outstanding air identity, which is proved by multiple PromaxBDA awards. ICTV’s slogan is «Channel
with the character».
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info@2plus2.ua
2plus2.ua

30, Dmytrivska str., Kyiv, 01054, Ukraine

Inter TV Channel is the Ukrainian national broadcaster since 20th of October 1996. Its shows are
suitable for a mass audience and consider needs of
all social and age groups.
Inter is a part of Inter Media Group, that has highest
figures of TV watching. Along with Inter TV channel
the Media Group includes Inter+, NTN, K1, K2, Enterfilm, Mega, ZOOM and Pixel TV channels.

K1*

NOVY TV

22, Vorovskogo str., Kyiv, 01054, Ukraine
+380 44 490 67 65

Liudmyla Semchuk, Head of International Development

press@k1.ua
k1.ua

25, Turhenevska str., Kyiv, 01054, Ukraine
+38 067 690 39 31

K1 is a channel for young women, who are starting
an adult life, trying to create or already have their
own family.
The K1 channel is the Ukrainian national television
channel. The channel is in the Ukrainian air since
June 2005. It became a part of the Inter Media Group
in 2007.
The channel broadcasts 24/7 in all regions and in
most regional centers of Ukraine.

semchuk.l@slm.ua
www.novy.tv
Novy is a part of largest Ukrainian holding company
StarlightMedia group. It's one of the TOP national
leaders focused on young audience with core female
25-35. Novy is an entertainment channel of good
mood, optimism and active lifestyle, bold ideas and
sustainable initiatives. The channel is focused on
local adaptation of international hit formats as Top
Modal, own prime time series production and develops succsessul projects as Revizor - the hit format
around CIS territories.

NTN*

STB

30, Dmytrivska str., Kyiv, 01154, Ukraine
+38 044 490 67 65

Liudmyla Semchuk, Head of International Development

ntn@ntn.tv
ntn.ua

1, Ivana Shevtsova str., Kyiv 03113, Ukraine
+38 067 690 39 31

NTN is the channel of the world’s best detectives.
The main content is the premieres of noted TV series,
foreign detectives classic and “The Witness” tv-show
that reports resonant news of Ukraine and the world.
The NTN channel was founded on November 1, 2004.
The total technical coverage of the channel is more
than 94.3% of the territory of Ukraine. The target
audience is men and women 35+.

semchuk.l@slm.ua
www.stb.ua

TET*

Ukraine Television Channel

press@tet.tv
tet.tv

Melentieva Daria, PR Specialist

The channel appeared on air in 1992 as «TET-a-TET»
and became the first alternative to state television.
In 2001, it received regional status. And in 2003, it became national. Since 2009, TET is the part of the «1+1
media group». It broadcasts in more than 100 cities
of Ukraine, in particular in all regional centers and
cities with a population of more than 50 thousand
people. TET is a recognizable brand and is known for
its bright creativity. Also, the channel pays serious
attention to its presence in digital sources.

+38 044 495 85 55

STB, a part of the bibggest Ukrainian media holding StarlightMedia group, is a nationwide family
oriented channel. For many years it holds a leading
position among Ukrainian broadcasters.It's focused
on Ukrainian adaptation of internatioanl TOP formats as X Factor, Master Chef, the Biggest Looser, the
Bachelor etc. as well as in-house produced scripted
content including tv series, movies and development
of successfull original formats. It's reliable partner
for coproduction and partnership.

4, Geroev Kosmosa str., Kyiv, Ukraine
d.melentieva@trkua.tv
kanalukraina.tv/ua
Television channel «Ukraine» is a leading national
television channel of Ukraine. The channel broadcasts various genres of television production, such
as informational and entertaining programs, social
talk shows, drama, comedy and detective series
and films, music projects, comic shows, sports
broadcasts. The majority of the «Ukraine» production
comprises in-home programs and series. The overall
coverage of television channel «Ukraine», as of June
2017, is 93.6% of all households of Ukraine. Television
channel «Ukraine» is an affiliated company of «Media
Group Ukraine» LLC.

*Sources: media.1plus1.ua; ntn.ua; www.k1.ua; tet.tv
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Film CompanIES, ProductionS
2 FLAME

435 FILMS

Evgen Zakharov, founder

Anna Palenchuk, Film Producer, Distributor

48, Gogolevska Str., Kyiv, 04053

of. 90, Entrance 6, 47, Obolonska str., Kyiv, 04071,
Ukraine

+38 044 223 63 22
zakharov@2flame.kiev.ua
www.2flame.org
2D - 3D Design, VFX, print, set design.
Facilities: VFX and postproduction.

+38 067 323 75 15
palenchuk@gmail.com
www.435films.com.ua
The company is working in the field of production
and distribution of feature, documentary and short
films. 435 FILMS company successfully works at the
market of co-production, is an annual participant at
co-production markets both in Ukraine and at international film festivals. The company together with
other professionals in the field of film industry aims
to develop new co-production platform in Ukraine.
Facilities: feature, documentary, TV series, coproduction, service.

ANIMAGRAD

ARTHOUSE TRAFFIC

Egor Olesov, CEO

Denis Ivanov, Producer

22, Zakrevskogo str., Kyiv, 02222, Ukraine

of. 212, 30/39, Shchekavitska str., Kyiv, 04071, Ukraine

+38 067 236 90 68

+38 050 386 83 95

eolesov@film.ua
animagrad.com

producer@arthousetraffic.com
arthousetraffic.com

Animagrad studio was founded in 2012 as a part of
FILM.UA Group and has become one of the leading
animation studios in Eastern Europe. Our portfolio
lists a number of successful products in 2D and 3D.

The Company has produced 4 feature films and 2
short film collections by Ukrainian directors, that was
screened at various international festivals. Arthouse
Traffic co-produced «The Tribe» by Myroslav Slaboshpytskiy that won 3 awards at the 2014 Cannes
Film Festival's International Critics' Week section
and European Discovery of the Year by European Film
Academy.

Animagrad’s mission is about bringing Ukrainian
animation into a new age of excellence. Currently
Animagrad produces and develops several animated
features and series intended for the international
market.
Facilities: feature, animation, TV series, co-production, service, own facilities.

BABILON

BIG HAND

Veronika Kryzhna

Maria Keil, Producer

of. 2, 16 Akademika Efremova str., Kyiv, 03164,
Ukraine

of. 3/21, 10, Academician Filatov str., Kyiv, 01042,
Ukraine

+38 050 446 55 32

+38 067 548 24 04

veronika.film@gmail.com
babilon.com.ua

keilfilms@gmail.com
www.bighandfilms.com

In the field of cultural development BABILON company occupies a special niche of activity – it is the
initiator of «Association of Cinematography Promotion Development in Ukraine», National Prize of Film
Business in Ukraine, Kiev International "Kinoforum
Ukraine», co-founder of the Chamber Orchestra
«New Era Orchestra», Book Prize «Ukrainian Best
Book Awards», «Ukrainian Producers’ Association»,
Recording Studio and complex motion pictures,
television content «First Recording Company».

BIG HAND FILMS founded 2011 by professional filmmakers, developing & producing feature movies,
shorts and commercials; worldwide co-productions;
close corporation with UA Film State Agency & EU
funding ecosystem; participating annual int. film
festivals & supporting UA debut filmmakers.

Facilities: feature, documentary, other (short
feature,commercial, music video, other), co-production.
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Facilities: feature, documentary, TV series, shorts, coproduction.

We provide safe, transparent & professional production platform for any kind of challenge, state of the
art film-services, pre- & post-production, distribution and consulting.
Open for business, open for you!
Facilities: feature, other (short feature, commercial,
music video, other), co-production, service.

BLUE ANT STUDIO

BORISFEN ANIMATION STUDIO

Elena Semykina, Producer

+38 050 520 10 01

6B, Vaclav Havel blv, Kyiv, 03067, Ukraine

ukranimafilm@gmail.com
facebook.com/borisfenfilm

+38 050 533 29 48
info@blueant-studio.com
www.blueant-studio.com
Computer graphics studio.
Facilities: animation, VFX and postproduction.

The Borisfen animation studio was founded in 1990
by producer Victor Sleptsov together with a group of
outstanding Ukrainian directors, animators, artists
and other qualified experts in the field of animation
production. From the very beginning of its development the studio focused on creating its own production base and its own original animation projects.
Currently, the studio «Borisfen-S» creates animation
original films and TV series.
Facilities: animation, TV series, other (short feature,
commercial, music video, other), co-production,
service.

CARROT CAKE STUDIO

CINEMA 6K

Natalia Gayevska, Production Manager

Igor Razdorozhnyy, CEO

suite 002, 23, Sofievska str., Odesa, 65082, Ukraine

+38 048 704 40 60

+38 050 490 71 20

info@cinema6k.com
www.cinema6k.com

office@carrotcakestudio.com
carrotcakestudio.com
CARROT CAKE STUDIO was founded in 2006. We produce movies for kids and youth. At present CARROT
CAKE has a very strong team of technical experts, as
well as its own studio, service and transport facilities. Our studio has been working mainly on feature
films for children over the last 6 years.
Facilities: feature, other (short, feature, commercial,
music video, other), own facilities.

CINEMA 6K is an international film studio established
in 2011 in London by an independent film director
Vladek Zankovsky. Since the opening the studio has
had strong presence and operations in Israel and
Ukraine. From the very beginning CINEMA6K has been
successfully implementing crowd technologies for
its productions. As a result over 1300 people from
54 countries took part in the studio’s biggest feature
film «The Zohar Secret» with initial budget raised on
Kickstarter.
Facilities: fаeature, animation, TV series, other (short
feature, commercial, music video, other, co-production, service, VFX and postproduction, own facilities.

CONSTANT PRODUCTION
Andrew Chernyuk, Producer

DANAPRIS FILM PRODUCTION
COMPANY

26, Elektrykiv str., Kyiv, 04176, Ukraine

Oleg Korotenko, Chief Executive Officer

+38 050 445 77 10
office@constant.com.ua
www.constant.com.ua
Constant Production – a Company producing movies,
cartoons. Activity: Own production.
The Company was established in November 2013,
during which time two full-length documentaries and
two short movies were released, and work is underway to launch three full-length feature films.
The Constant Production team has many years of experience in the film industry, including feature films ,
documentary and popular science fiction.
Facilities: feature, animation, documentary, coproduction.

27, Kyoto str., Kyiv, Ukraine
+380 67 924 64 34
korotenkooleg62@gmail.com
danaprisfilm.com
Danapris Film Production company – was the first
film-service company in Ukraine.
Credits:
«The Truce» / dir. Francesco Rosi - 1997
«The Legend of 1900» / dir. Giuseppe Tornatore - 1998
«La Squadra» / dir. Francesco Pinto - 1999-2002
«The Gadfly» / dir. Tian-Ming Wu - 2003
«Evilenko» / dir. David Grieco - 2004
«House of flying daggers» / dir. Yimou Zhang - 2004
«Un a more cosi Grande»/ dir. Cristian De Mattheis 2017.
Own rental company «Cartocci Ukraine».
Facilities: feature, documentary, TV series, other
(short feature, commercial, music video, other), coproduction, service, own facilities.
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DIRECTORY FILMS

ESSE PRODUCTION HOUSE

Igor Savychenko, Producer

Vitaliy Sheremetiev, CEO

45A, Nyzhnioyurkivska str., 04080, Kyiv, Ukraine

of. 1, 70A, Saksaganskogo str., Kyiv, 01032, Ukraine

+38 044 361 44 26

+ 38 067 440 89 98

info@directoryfilms.com
www.directoryfilms.com

info@essehouse.com
essehouse.com

Directory Films is Ukraine’s leading film production
company today with European recognition. Films
produced by our team are regularly accepted by
international film festivals critical recognition.

We are the first full-service film production company
in Ukraine. Since 1991 we have delivered more than
600 commercials, industrial and music videos as
well as numerous TV-series and feature films for
leading international and local clients. Our work has
been recognized by various awards and nominations
including an Academy Award®.

Facilities: feature, animation, co-production, service.

Facilities: feature, documentary, other (short feature,
commercial, music video, other), co-production,
service, VFX and postproduction.

FAMILY PRODUCTION

FEDOROVA PRODUCTION

Anastasiya Bukovska, Executive Producer

Alyona Fedorova, Founder, Producer

18, Vozdvizhenska str., Kyiv, Ukraine

of. 4, 18, Illinska str., Kyiv, Ukraine,

+38 067 297 12 82

+38 067 53218 88

ab@production.family
production.family

fedorovaad@gmail.com
fedorovaproduction.com/en

FAMILY Production is a business founded by a family
of hereditary filmmakers. Family is among the most
trusted production houses in Ukraine, specializing in
TV commercial production. Our priority is production
services for foreign companies.

FEDOROVA production is a film service production
house that was founded in 2015 in Kyiv, Ukraine. We
provide our services for local and foreign markets.
In this context, we have worked actively with the
countries of East and West Europe, the USA as well
as Far and Middle East states.

Facilities: feature, animation, documentary, TV series,
other (short feature, commercial, music video, other),
co-production, service, VFX and postproduction, own
facilities.

FILM.UA GROUP

FRESH PRODUCTION GROUP

Igor Storchak, CEO FILM.UA Distribution

Oleg Shcherbyna, CEO

22, Zakrevskogo str., Kyiv, 02222, Ukraine

26, Elektrikov str., Kyiv, 04176, Ukraine

+380 98 384 48 76

+38 067 443 08 69

istorchak@film.ua
film.ua/en

info@freshproduction.com
freshproduction.com

FILM.UA GROUP is a creative powerhouse and one of
the largest Eastern European media groups, operating in global markets and covering the full production
cycle: development, production, adaptation and
distribution of audiovisual content through the vertical business structure.

Film Company FRESH PRODUCTION was founded in
2005. Its basic activity is the production of feature
films, TV movies, TV Series and TV shows. Pursuing
its goal to arrange the widest range of television
and film production based on its own facilities and
resources it had been transformed into Fresh Production Group later, in 2008.

Facilities: feature, animation, documentary, TV series,
other (short feature, commercial, music video, other),
co-production, service, VFX and postproduction, own
facilities.
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Facilities: feature, animation, documentary, TV series,
other (short feature, commercial, music video, other),
co-production service, VFX and postproduction, own
facilities.

Facilities: feature, documentary, TV series, other
(short feature, commercial, music video, other), coproduction, service, postproduction.

GANZAFILM PRODUCTION

GLORIAFX

Olena Morentsova

Sergii Mashevskyi

3, Kyrylivska str., Kyiv

13/21, Gladkova str., Dnipro, 49000, Ukraine

+38 097 904 52 61

+38 067 611 55 57

ganzafilm@gmail.com
ganzafilm.com.ua

gloriafx.ms@gmail.com
www.gloriafx.com

Ganzafilm Ltd is a film and television production
company based in Kyiv, Ukraine. It was founded in
2016. There are two films currently in production:
Morena horror film and musical comedy Noble
wolves.

Production & Postproduction company incl. visual
effects, animation, beautywork, cleanup, colorcorrection, edit, virtual reality.

Animagrad’s mission is about bringing Ukrainian
animation into a new age of excellence. Currently
Animagrad produces and develops several animated
features and series intended for the international
market.

Facilities: feature, animation, documentary,TV series,
other (short feature, commercial, music video, other),
VFX and postproduction.

Facilities: feature, TV series, other (short feature,
commercial, music video, other).

GOOD DEEDS ANIMATION

GVARDIYA

+38 050 442 43 03

Oleg Koshevoy, Owner

nvladimir810@gmail.com

of. 11, 8, Protasov Yar str., Kyiv, 02000, Ukraine

Animation.

+38 067 408 33 31

Facilities: animation.

oleg@gvardiya.com
gvardiya.com
Full service production company based in Kyiv,
Ukraine.
Facilities: animation, other (short feature, commercial, music video, other), co-production, service, VFX
and postproduction.

KHANZHONKOV STUDIO OF FILMS
FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH

INSIGHTMEDIA PRODUCER CENTER

Elena Slyshko, Producer

of. 26, 17-25, Gertsena str., 04050, Kyiv, Ukraine

18A, Shota Rustaveli str., Kyiv

+38 050 327 49 06

se_adres@rambler.ru

info@insightmedia.com.ua
www.insightmedia.com.ua

Founded in 2009, Khanzhonkov Film Studio specializes in animation and fiction films for children, youth
and family viewing.
Facilities: feature, animation, documentary, TV series,
co-production.

Volodymyr Filippov, Producer

Today INSIGHTMEDIA PRODUCER CENTER is the
undisputed leader not only in Ukraine but also at
the European level. Films produced by our team
constantly screen and win honors at international
film festivals. INSIGHTMEDIA PRODUCER CENTER
produced 10 feature films and more over 40 shorts,
documentaries, animated and television films and
series. Now we continue to work in creation of Ukrainian cinema, our producers take an active part in the
reform of national cinema.
Among the films produced by InsightMedia are
Firecrosser by Mykhailo Illenko, Ivan The Powerful by
Victor Andriyenko and The Nest of the Turtledove by
Taras Tkachenko.
Our producers are the members of The Ukrainian Film
Academy.
Facilities: feature, animation, documentary, coproduction.
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INSPIRATION FILMS
Svitlana Zinovyeva, Producer, Head of company

INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION
CENTER FOR-POST. LTD

of. 95, 72, Mayakovskogo str., Kyiv, 02232, Ukraine

Alexander Driz, General Producer

+38 098 955 58 73

of. 77, 4, Heroes of Stalingrad Ave., Kyiv, Ukraine

szinov@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/InspirationFilmsUA

+38 050 330 93 57

Inspiration Films Company has been founded in
2002, in Kiev, Ukraine. Committed to producing
documentaries of the highest cinematographic
quality, Inspiration Films has supported debut films
as well as works by more experienced filmmakers as
S. Loznitsa, S. Bukovsky. Since its founding, Inspiration Films has produced about 50 documentaries
that have been screened and awarded internationally.
Facilities: documentary, co-production.

driz@tica.com.ua
www.For-post.com.ua
The International Producer Center «For POST» was
founded in 2003 for Ukraine's popularization in the
world and for heroic, patriotic film and TV production.
In recent years, IPC «For POST» constantly takes part
in competitive selections of Ukrainian State Film
Agency. We became a winner of the 7th competitive selection in 2015 in the category of heroic and
patriotic cinema and produced two full-length documentary dramas: «War at the zero kilometer» (about
Russian-Ukrainian war of 2014, premiere took place
October 14, 2016 on TV channel ICTV) and «Test for
Humanity» (about the Holocaust in Vinnitsa region,
the film is getting ready for distribution). On the 9th
competitive selection of Ukrainian State Film Agency
in 2016 we got orders for the production of three
more film projects with similar subject.
Facilities: feature, documentary, co-production,
service, TV series, own facilities.

INTERFILM PRODUCTION STUDIO

KAZKA PRODUCTION

Olena Fetisova, CEO

Tetiana Sanina, Foreign Affairs Director Assistant

14-16, Druzhby Narodiv blv, Kyiv, 01003, Ukraine

of. 17, 94, Holosiivskyi Ave, Kyiv, 03040, Ukraine

+38 044 553 39 08

+38 067 216 44 46

info@interfilm.biz
www.interfilm.biz

tetiana.sanina@gmail.com
www.kazkaproduction.wixsite.com/kazka/english

Company profile: Interfilm Production Studio was
founded 2001 in Kiev. In a storytelling we are always
looking for fresh styles, human stories and experimental narratives. Interfilm is skilled at bringing
together international co-productions.

Company profile: We are a team of professionals
united by the idea that the World full of aggression
and great turbulence needs more kind movies to give
people sense of hope and love. So our specialization
is fairy-tale or fantasy movies for a family audience.
We work in co-production and create our own short
and full length movies.

Our films have a wide audience at the international
film festivals, at cinemas and also are broadcasted
in Ukraine and Internationally.
Facilities: feature, documentary,co-production,
service.

KINOROB
Egor Olesov, Producer
22, Zakrevskogo str., Kyiv, 02222, Ukraine
+38 067 236 90 68
eolesov@film.ua
kinorob.com
Kinorob is a Ukrainian film company producing fulllength feature films for a wide audience. Our team’s
work meets the highest filmmaking standards.
Kinorob’s debut Battle for Sevastopol became the
first Ukrainian movie distributed by 20th Century
Fox. The film received 19 awards at international film
festivals; rights to broadcast the movie were sold to
22 territories. Currently Kinorob works on production
and co-production of Ukrainian features intended for
the international market.
Facilities: feature, documentary, co-production, own
facilities.
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Facilities: feature, documentary, TV series, other
(short feature, commercial, music video, other),
co-production.

KINOTUR DIGITAL INTERMEDIATE
LAB

KINOVYR FILM COMPANY

Varvara Shalaeva

+38 050 659 75 19

1, Vasyl'kivs'ka str,. Kyiv, 03040, Ukraine

kinovyr@gmail.com
www.kinovyr.com

+38 097 518 98 99
producer@kinotur.ua
kinotur.ua
Kinotur DI Lab is a leading postproduction company
in Ukraine. We offer a full range of services for film
scanning, editing, color correction, VFX, DCP mastering and digital restoration. Movies post-produced by
Kinotur have been repeatedly nominated to A class
festivals and «Winter on Fire: Ukraine's Fight for
Freedom» got into Oscar's short list and received
Emmys. Together with Netflix we have successfully
passed the Quality control test and got a certified
proof of the highest quality of Kinotur services from
My Eye Media (Great Britain). Kinotur Company has
received CDSA (Content Delivery and Storage Association) content protection and security program
(CPSP) certificate.

Kateryna Shevchenko, CEO, Producer, Distributor

Kinovyr is a film production company which aimed
to develop cinema by creating feature movies,
documentary and shorts. The range of interests also
includes co-productions and distribution of films. As
well it supports young debut filmmakers in Ukraine.
Facilities: feature, documentary, co-production,
service, animation, TV series, other (short feature,
commercial, music video, other) +.

Facilities: feature, documentary, other (short feature,
commercial, music video, other), VFX and postproduction+.

LERT KARNOVSKY

LIMELITE

Yuriy Karnovsky, Producer

Volodymyr Yatsenko, General producer / Co-owner

+38 050 330 77 01

28 B, V. Vasylkivska str., Kyiv, 01004, Ukraine

ykarno@gmail.com
lertkarnovsky.com

+38 050 383 75 08

Facilities: feature, documentary, other (short feature,
commercial, music video, other), co-production,
service.

vladimir@limelite.co
www.limelite.co
Founded in 2005, LIMELITE is one of the leading production companies in Ukraine, comprising a full-time
staff of 35 audiovisual professionals. During 11 years
LIMELITE produced more than 600 commercials in
addition to feature films and VR.
The company is currently developing two feature
projects: INVISIBLE, in co-production with Lithuania's
Revoliucijos Ideja, selected for ScripTeast 2016, and
VOROSHILOVGRAD, in co-production with Swiss Film
Brut, the screen adaptation of the BBC's Best Ukrainian Novel of the Decade, awarded by Brucke Prize in
Germany and Jan Michalski Prize in Switzerland.
Facilities: feature, animation, documentary, TV series,
other (short feature, commercial, music video, other),
co-production, service, own facilities.
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LTD. STUDIO «CHERVONYI SOBAKA»

MAGAI PRODUCTION

Olena Golubeiva, Producer

Fedir Magai, Producer

Apt. 124, 26, Prospect Kosmonavta Komarova, Kyiv, 03124,
Ukraine

20V, Kozhumiatska str., Kyiv, Ukraine

+38 067 607 10 36

fedor@magaiproduction.com.ua
www.magaiproduction.com.ua

chervoniy.sobaka.studio@gmail.com
facebook.com/chervoniysobaka
The animation studio «Chervoniy Sobaka» has been
producing and post-producing short and feature
length films in Ukraine for more than 12 years. In our
work we mainly use clay and graphic techniques.
The studio has implemented a number of animation
project for example «Fish-tailed Girl»
(The film: http://bit.ly/2t53jcY),
«Wonderful monster».
Nowdays our main project is the production of a fulllength animated film «Victor_Robot»
(http://victorrobot.blogspot.com) directed by Anatoly
Lavrenishin.

+38 097 945 96 22

Production service in Ukraine.
Facilities: Feature, TV series, Other (short feature,
commercial, music video, other), Co-production,
Service.

Facilities: animation.

MAGIKA FILM

MARCUS FILM

Gennady Kofman, CEO & Producer

Khalo Vitalii, producer

Kharkiv, 61013, Ukraine

1 Koroliova Ave, 03134 Kyiv, Ukraine

+38 050 597 49 27

+38 050 330 27 13

gkofman@magikafilm.com.ua
www.magikafilm.com.ua

halo@marcusfilm.com
www.marcusfilm.com

MaGiKa Film is one of the first independent production companies in Ukraine based in Kharkiv and
Kyiv. Main fields of activities are Production of
documentary and animation films, documentary
film promotion, education. Produced more than
50 shorts, animation films and documentaries, and
about 13,600 hours of TV programs for broadcast.

Animation studio.
Facilities: animation, other (short feature, commercial, music video, other).

Facilities: feature, animation, documentary, coproduction.

MENTAL DRIVE STUDIO

MILORADOV.PRODUCTION

Oleksii Moskalenko, CEO & Founder

Max Miloradov, Director

3, Ayvazovskogo Lane, Kyiv, 04107, Ukraine

25 Vasylya Lypkivskoho str., Kyiv, 03035, Ukraine

+38 067 465 90 80

+38 095 835 17 15

oleksii.moskalenko@gmail.com
www.mentaldrivestudio.com

miloradovproduction@gmail.com
www.miloradov.pro

For over 20 years mental dRive studio has been
working in the sphere of VFX, offering a full cycle of
post-production: from on-set supervision to color
grading (including all types of 2D and 3D graphics,
animation and editing). In 2015, the company has also
moved to feature-film production and is currently
producing a sci-fi family film “The Bobot” (2018),
while developing several international co-production
projects.

We provide drone aerial shooting in Ukraine in 4K
and HD as well as we add graphic elements and
VFX to your video that will help explain, engage and
enlighten.

Facilities: feature, other (short feature, commercial,
music video, other), co-production, service, VFX and
postproduction.
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Facilities: animation, documentary, other (short feature, commercial, music video, other), co-production,
VFX and postproduction.

NOOSPHERE FILMS

PANAMA GRAND PRIX

Max Serdiuk, CEO, Producer

Dmitry Belinski

of. 86, 10/2, Mechnykova str., Kyiv, 01133, Ukraine

+38 067 403 60 60

+ 380 66 444 72 07

dmitry.belinski@gmail.com
www.pgprix.com

info@noospherefilms.com
www.noospherefilms.com
Noosphere Films is a Kyiv based production company
focused on development and producing fiction films shorts, features and web series.
The company’s interest is producing and co-producing high-quality films with innovative concepts and
fresh approach in a variety of genres that resonate
with audiences both in Ukraine and abroad.

Facilities: animation, co-production, VFX and postproduction.

Facilities: feature, other (short feature, commercial,
music video, other), web series, co-production.

PARADOGS PRODUCTION

POSTMODERN

Denys Kushnarov, Director & Producer

Yury Prylypko, CEO

87, Zakrevskogo str., Kyiv, 02232, Ukraine

+38 097 854 44 44

+38 050 976 30 00

yprylypko@film.ua
postmodern.com.ua

denolespro@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/paradogs.production
ParaDogs production has been working since 2008.
Wè re young & experienced Team of filmmakers,
who make various videocontent & programmes for
national TV-Channels, documentaries & feature for
filmfestivals, commercial for companies. Wè re open
for any kind of cooperation & co-production!
Facilities: feature, documentary, TV series, other
(short feature, commercial, music video, other), coproduction, own facilities.

POSTMODERN — is an award winning post-production company providing film and animation production for motion pictures and gamedev companies.
Our offices in London, Nicosia and Kiev is a part of
FILM.UA Group that is the largest group of companies
in the industry of motion pictures and TV production
in CIS countries. Our aim is the production of award
winning motion pictures and cinematics that will
push the boundaries of the viewer’s highest expectations, combining art and technology.
Facilities: short feature, commercial, music video,
other, co-production, service VFX and postproduction, own facilities.

PRONTO FILM

PSB FILMS

Maxim Asadhiy, CEO & Producer

Arnold Kremenchutsky, Executive producer

10A, Naberezhno-Khreschatytska str., 04070, Kyiv,
Ukraine

20, Esplanadna str., Kyiv, Ukraine

+38 095 576 77 43

company@psbfilms.com
www.psbfilms.com

maxim@pronto.kiev.ua
www.pronto.kiev.ua/en

+38 044 537 07 17

One of Ukraine’s leading film companies, producing
high-quality films, TV series, TVCs and documentaries for over 15 years. Our films participated in numerous IFFs, including Rotterdam, Warsaw, Leipzig,
Palm Springs, Chicago, and Shanghai. Co-production
and service experience includes USA, Canada, Australia, Poland, Germany, Austria, and more.
Currently seeking partners for family fantasy feature
RING OF LIFE (dir. Sasha Kirienko), Holodomor drama
YAKIV (dir. Viktoria Trofimenko), and epic action
DOVBUSH (dir. Oles Sanin) about the legendary
Carpathian rebel leader.

PSB films (previously Pack Shot Boys film) conducts
its activities in Ukraine since 2001.
PSB films – is a company of full production cycle,
which provides a full range of production- and
film-services for Ukrainian and foreign companies
involved in the shooting in Ukraine.
Credits:
«Flowers do not grow here»/ dir. Shira Pinsson –
2005;
«Tranporter-3» / dir. Olivier Megaton – 2008;
«Close Enemy» / dir. A.Atanesyan – 2010;
«Seven Years of Winter» / dir. Marcus Schwenzel –
2011.

Facilities: feature, documentary, TV series, other
(short feature, commercial, music video, other), coproduction, service.

Facilities: feature, documentary, TV series, other
(short feature, commercial, music video, other), coproduction, service, VFX and postproduction.
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RADIOAKTIVE FILM

RED GLASS PRODUCTION

Darko Skulsky, Owner, Executive Producer

Yana Altukhova, Creative Produсer

29-31 Glybochitska str., Kyiv, 04050, Ukraine

4, Lysenko str., Kyiv, 01034, Ukraine

+38 044 537 07 47

+38 050 131 7171

info@radioaktivefilm.com
www.radioaktivefilm.com

yana.altukhova@redglass.com.ua
www.redglass.com.ua

Radioaktive Film is a production service company
based in Kyiv, Ukraine,which operates throughout
Far Eastern Europe. Since our founding in 1998 by
American partners, we have hosted a broad range of
clients from around the world, shooting feature films,
tv shows, tv commercials, documentaries, virals, and
photos.

«Red Glass» is an in-house creative production studio
based in Kiev, Ukraine, that specializes in creating
high-quality video and photo projects and offer advertising agencies and brands end-to-end production
management service.

Facilities: feature, documentary, other (short feature,
commercial, music video, other), service, own facilities.

Working closely with advertising agencies and
brands directly Red Glass supplying high-quality
production services in TV, documentary, music,
backstage, promo, corporate videos, animated
infographics.
Facilities: feature, animation, documentary, TV series,
other (short feature, commercial, music video, other),
service, VFX and postproduction, own facilities.

SAKHALTUEV PRODUCTION
COMPANY

SHOOT GROUP

Irina Sakhaltuieva

9, Semen Sklyarenko str., Kyiv, 04073, Ukraine

of. 245, 1, Laboratorny prov., Kyiv, 01133, Ukraine

+38 063 710 57 67

+38 067 238 43 78

tender@shootgroup.com.ua
shootgroup.ua

irina@sakhaltuev.com
www.facebook.com/SakhaltuevProductionCompany
The animation studio SAKHALTUEV PRODUCTION
COMPANY was created 2003 and since it works in the
non-stop mode.
The studio produces not only advertising animation
videos, but also animation sitcoms and movies of
any degree of complexity and in any technique, from
classical animation to 3D.
SAKHALTUEV PRODUCTION COMPANY has own production base and is a studio of a full cycle. We do a
full production cycle, and separate types of works.
Facilities: animation, TV series, other (short feature,
commercial, music video, other).

Our team has produced a large amount of projects
and many of them are award-winners. SHOOTGROUP
PRODUCTION will help to organize shooting in any
part of the country and do the full service job on all
the stages of a project.
We also have a High Speed Motion Control device
«JetOne», able to move any kind of a camera with the
speed of up to 6m/sec, as well as build up different
camera move paths. The software is developed in
such a way that focus control can be performed
manually.
Facilities: feature, animation, documentary, TV series,
other (short feature, commercial, music video, other,
co-production, service, VFX and postproduction, own
facilities.

SOLAR MEDIA ENTERTAINMENT

STAR MEDIA

Oleksandra Mykolyshyn, Head of Media and PR

Irina Gordienko, Head of Sales Department

of. 120, 6/1, Patrisa Lumumby str., Kyiv, 01042,
Ukraine

22, Zakrevskogo str., Kyiv, Ukraine

+38 067 670 80 46

i.gordienko@starmediafilm.com
www.starmediafilm.com

om@solarmedia.biz
fb.me/SolarMediaEntertainment
Solar Media Entertainment is the owner of Sonce TV
channel in Ukraine, as well as a producer of feature
films with theatrical release worldwide.
2018 «A woman at war», dir. Benedikt Erlingsson,
(Ukrainian co-producer).
2018 «Egregor», dir. Lubomir Levitsky.
2017 «DZIDZIO CONTRABASS», dir. Oleg Borschevskiy.
2017 «A gentle creature», dir. Sergei Loznitsa, (Ukrainian co-producer).
2016 «#Selfieparty», dir. Lubomir Levitsky.
Facilities: feature, documentary, other (short feature,
commercial, music video, other), co-production.
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Yulian Ulybin, Executive Producer

+38 067 402 39 33

Star Media was founded in 2006. Presently, Star Media is one of the leaders in production and distribution of theatrical and television movies, telenovelas
and series, TV shows and docudramas successful on
leading television channels in CIS and abroad. The
broadcast rights to Star Media’s content are acquired
by TV channels from Eastern and Western Europe,
China, Japan, the USA, Israel, Middle East countries
and countries in other regions.
Facilities: feature, animation, documentary, TV series,
co-production, service, own facilities.

STARLIGHTMEDIA

STUDIO GARMATA FILM LLC

Liudmyla Semchuk, Head of International Development

Valentyn Vasyanovych, Producer, Director

1, Ivana Shevtsova str., Kyiv, 03113, Ukraine

apt. 19, 11, provulok Chekhovsky, Kyiv, 01054, Ukraine

+38 067 690 39 31

+38 097 222 37 10

semchuk.l@slm.ua
www.slm.ua/en

vasyanovych@ukr.net

StarLightMedia is the largest Ukrainian media group.
It includes 6 channels — STB, ICTV, Novy Channel, M1,
M2, QTV — and more than 10 companies united by
production and distribution of high quality content.
5000 hours of TV content a yaer. StarLightSales ia a
leading TV sales house in the market with sector of
share revenues of up to 50% and the highest power
ratio in the market. StarlightMedia is a reliable
parnter for intrnational coproduction and any kind of
professional cooperation.
Facilities: feature, animation, documentary, TV series,
other (short feature, commercial, music video, other),
co-production, service, VFX and postproduction, own
facilities.

STUDIO GARMATA FILM is independent production
company, producer of unique and artistic films.
Company filmography:
«Black Level», 2017, feature film, dir. Valentyn
Vasyanovych;
«The Tribe», 2014, feature film, dir. Myroslav Slaboshpytskiy;
«Crepuscule», 2013, doc., dir. Valentyn Vasyanovych;
«Kredens», 2013, feature film, dir. Valentyn Vasyanovych;
«Business As Usual», 2012, feature film, dir. Valentyn
Vasyanovych;
«Mum died on Saturday in the kitchen», doc., 2009,
dir. Maxym Vasyanovych.
Facilities: feature, documentary.

STUDIO KAPI

STUDIO KVARTAL 95

Michael Margulis, co-founder and CEO

Olga Rudenko

of. 71, 35/37 Otto Shmidta str., Kyiv, 04107, Ukraine

3, Beloruska str., Kyiv, 04050, Ukraine

+49 171 753 98 50
Michael@kapianimation.com
www.kapianimation.com
Traditional and CGI (computer-generated imagery)
2D and 3D animation for feature films, television,
advertising and games.
Studio founder and author of famous Ukrainian
children’s animation brand, Natalia Guzeeva says:
“Animation is a self-reflection, empathy, creativity, and this very cocktail turns a human being into
an Individual, who, if not Saves, certainly will Not
Destroy the World.
Facilities: Animation, TV series, Other (short feature,
commercial, music video, other), Co-production.

+38 098 021 20 85
olga@kvartal95.com
www.kvartal95.com
Founded in 2003, KVARTAL 95 has established itself
as an industry-leading company providing a full
range of services in the production of TV programs
and format shows, TV films and series, feature films
and animation projects with regularly high ratings.
Our company is the leading provider of entertainment
TV content in CEE.
Facilities: feature, animation, documentary, TV series,
other (short feature, commercial, music video, other),
co-production, VFX and postproduction.

STUDIO TV+

SV12 PRODUCTION

Dmytro Zagrebelnyi

Viktor Chyzhevskyi

of. 500, 6, Saksahanskogo str., Kyiv, 01033, Ukraine

of. 219, 6A, Pravdy Ave., Kyiv, 04108, Ukraine

+38 050 353 63 38

+38 063 930 07 79

dmitro_zagrebelniy@yahoo.com
stvplus.kiev.ua

producer@sv12production.com
www.sv12production.com

We’re small full-service facility based in Kyiv, Ukraine
established in 1995 and specializing both in audio
(VO, dubbing, SFX, music, etc), documentary and
short-feature film-making, VFX-supervising and CG.

Our studio has expanded the range of services
provided and now we are ready to help our partners
in two new directions:
PRODUCTION SERVICE: pre and post production for
webseries, films, music video and etc. We provide
FULL cycle production and We carry out any kind of
work by your request.
MEDIA MARKETING: advertising video production.
We create the bright piece of puzzle Your marketing
strategy misses! The piece that enable you to reach
your goal!

Facilities: documentary, other (short feature, commercial, music video, other), co-production, VFX and
postproduction, own facilities.

Facilities: feature, other (short feature, commercial,
music video, other), co-production, own facilities.
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SVETOFOR FILM

TABOR PRODUCTION

Svitlana Solovyova, Producer

Maksym Nakonechnyi

of. 11, 26B, Ivana Franka str., Kyiv, 01033, Ukraine

apt. 146, 14, Polovetska str., Kyiv, Ukraine

+38 067 418 22 77

+38 093 424 49 19

svetasolovyova@gmail.com
svetoforfilm.com

tabor.production@gmail.com
taborproduction.com

SvetoforFilm is Ukrainian production company,
based in Kyiv, Ukraine, focused on innovative
concepts with a fresh approach. The combined experience of the in-house team covers award-winning
projects, such as: social communication projects, tv
commercieals, music videos, short films and new
media projects. Company founded in 2004.

Tabor production is an independent company, founded by young Ukrainian filmmakers, creating feature
films, documentaries, theatrical performances,
commercials and social ads. In 2016 two full-length
documentaries were produced, besides, one more
documentary and one feature short were launched.
Moreover, a considerable part of production’s activity
is cultural volunteering, which brings such particular
results, as the film «School #3» (Gran-Prix of Generation 14+ program of Berlinale 67).

Facilities: feature, documentary, TV series, other
(short feature, commercial, music video, other), coproduction, service, own facilities.

Facilities: feature, documentary, other (short feature,
commercial, music video, other), co-production,
service.

TATOFILM

TOON DRIVE

Olena Yershova

Irina Shaganyan

of. 2, 4, Amosova str., Kyiv, Ukraine

of. 11, 9, Nyzhnieyurkivska str., Kyiv, 04080, Ukraine

+38 067 989 99 97

+38 044 463 65 60

o.yershova@gmail.com
www.tatofilm.com

shag@toondrive.com
www.toondrive.com

Tato Film operates both in Ukraine and in Turkey created by Olena Yershova who is a member of European
and Asian Pacific Screen Academies, who has produced 6 feature films and 2 docs that gathered more
then 90 prizes around the world, including: FROST by
S.Bartas, Director’s forthnight, Cannes IFF(2017) and
FALLING by M. Stepanska, Karlovy Vary IFF, competition(2017). VOLCANO – first feature by R.Bondarchuk
(«Ukrainian Sheriffs» – Special Jury Prize at IDFA
2015) is in postproduction.

Animation, advertising.
Facilities: animation.

Facilities: feature, documentary, co-production.

TOY CINEMA

TRUEMAN PRODUCTION

Alla Belaya, Executive Producer, Business Partner

Valeriy Kalmykov, Co-owner

84A, Artyoma str., Kyiv, 04050, Ukraine

75, Pushkinska Str., Odesa, Ukraine

+38 067 242 15 37

+38 067 485 50 89

producer@toycinema.com.ua
www.toycinema.com.ua

truemanproduction@ua.fm
truemanproduction.com

Toy Cinema is a production company based in Kyiv,
Ukraine. Toy cinema was founded in 2013 by professional film producers, who share experience of
production of more than 20 feature films, TV series,
documentaries and more than 500 commercials. We
shoot films completely on our own as well as in coproduction. We offer complete or partial production
service. Our team can guarantee comfortable work,
positive attitude and most importantly exceptional
results.

Production of feature and documentary films, another video. All kinds of services, from screenwriting
to post-production.

Facilities: feature, documentary, TV series, other
(short feature, commercial, music video, other), coproduction, service.
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Facilities: feature, Documentary, Other (short feature,
commercial, music video, other), Co-production, VFX
and postproduction.

TV5

VIATEL FILM STUDIO

Maksym Onoprienko, CEO

Kryvorchuk Galyna

4A, Suvorova str., Zaporizhzhia, 69035, Ukraine

of. 6, 8, Petlury str., Kyiv, 01032, Ukraine

+38 050 423 24 25

+38 067 465 67 36

onoprienko.maks@gmail.com
www.tv5.zp.ua/channel

studioviatel@gmail.com
www.viatel.kie.ua

TV5 is situated in Zaporizhzhya region, Ukraine. It
is one of the most beautiful regions of the country
where steppe meets the Azov sea and the Dnipro
river rushes over Khortytsa Island.

VIATEL Film Studio have based on 1994 by Ukrainian
film director Vasyl Viter. VIATEL Film Studio have
made more then 200 documentary, feature short
films and TV series. One of them TV serial «Game of
Fate» (55 episodes) is the most popular on Ukraine TV
channels. «Game of Fate» tells about the famous persons of culture, history, literature, music, theatre etc.

We have the whole range of filming equipment and
own filming pavilion. We are supplier of such services
as filming equipment leasing, pavilions and locations
renting and technical crew out-staffing.

Facilities: feature, documentary, TV series.

TV5 has got 3 prizes of the main UA National TV
Award and is a National record-holder for the longest
live show.
Facilities: documentary, TV series, Other (short feature, commercial, music video, other), co-production,
service.
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